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Introduction
The 120-130 m ice-equivalent sea-level reduction during the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM; some 22,000-18,000 years before present; henceforth 22-18 kyr BP) had a significant impact on the tides on a variety of scales due to the exposure of the continental shelf seas [e.g., Egbert et al., 2004; Arbic et al., 2004; Uehara et al., 2006; Peltier, 2008, 2009; Green, 2010; Hill et al., 2011; Hall et al., 2013] . The main effect on the tides was the increase of the total amount of semidiurnal tidal energy lost in the ocean during the LGM to levels far above present. Furthermore, the main part of this energy dissipated in the deep ocean and not in shallow shelf seas as is the case today [Egbert and Ray, 2001 ]. As the sea-level rose at the end of the glacial period the present-day shelf seas flooded and there was a subsequent shift in the tidal dissipation from the open ocean to the newly flooded shelf seas [e.g., Egbert et al., 2004; Uehara et al., 2006; Green, 2010] . Here we present new simulations of the evolution of the near-global tides from the LGM to the present. The purpose of this investigation is threefold: (i) to present the evolution of the global semidiurnal tides at higher temporal and spatial resolutions than previously reported [e.g., Egbert et al., 2004; Uehara et al., 2006; Hill et al., 2011; Hall et al., 2013] , (ii) to describe the evolution of the diurnal tides from the LGM to the present, and (iii) to investigate the sensitivity of the global tides at present and during the LGM to the location of ice sheet grounding lines, thus extending the work by Griffiths and Peltier [2009] .
Previous simulations of the paleoocean tides show surprising results, with total globally integrated dissipation some 30% larger than at present and a larger fraction of this energy dissipating in the deep ocean [Egbert et al., 2004; Green, 2010] . The dissipation in the semidiurnal band increased far more than that of the diurnal constituents [Green, 2010] , which implies that the mechanism behind these shifts is tidal resonance [Egbert et al., 2004; Griffiths and Peltier, 2008; Arbic et al., 2009; Green, 2010] . Removing the shelf seas effectively reduces the damping of the tides, which-when the ocean basin is close to resonance-leads to an increased tidal amplitude and associated dissipation of energy [see Egbert et al., 2004; Green, 2010, especially their Figures 11 and 1, respectively] . The present-day North Atlantic has natural resonant periods of 12. 66, 12.8, and 14.4 h [Platzman, 1975; Platzman et al., 1981; M€ uller, 2008] , which explains why there may have been megatides present there during the LGM [e.g., Uehara et al., 2006; Arbic et al., 2007; Peltier, 2008, 2009] . Furthermore, Arbic et al. [2009] and Skiba et al. [2013] show that adding a shelf ocean which is close to resonance to a deep ocean basin that is also close to resonance reduces the deep ocean tides of the ocean basin; this is analogous to when the European and Patagonian shelves flooded during the deglaciation after the LGM.
The bathymetry under and the extent of floating ice shelves in Antarctica are important in determining the regional tidal dynamics [Griffiths and Peltier, 2009; Rosier et al., 2014] . However, there is an ongoing debate about the exact grounding line location of the Antarctic Ice Sheet during the LGM and the subsequent deglacial period. This is especially true for the Weddell Sea sector (see Figure 1 ), where estimates range from an ice sheet grounded at the shelf margin [e.g., Hall and Denton, 2000; Larter et al., 2012; Anderson et al., 2002] to an only partially grounded ice sheet within the Weddell Sea, with strongly differing estimates over the timing of the initiation of deglaciation [e.g., Stolldorf et al., 2012; Hein et al., 2011; Hillenbrand et al., 2012] . For the Western Ross Sea, however, there is a general consensus that the ice sheet grounded at the present-day shelf break during the LGM [e.g., Anderson et al., 2002; Domack et al., 1999; Hall and Denton, 2000; McKay et al., 2008; Livingstone et al., 2012] . Although the behavior of the ice masses in the Western Ross Sea has been extensively researched, ambiguity of both LGM extent and deglacial behavior exists for the Eastern Ross Sea [e.g., Shipp et al., 1999; Anderson et al., 2002; Mosola and Anderson, 2006] . Griffiths and Peltier [2009] investigate regional changes in the polar LGM tides in global tidal simulations in response to different grounding line locations of both the Antarctic Ice Sheet and the ice sheet occupying the Queen Elizabeth Islands in the Canadian Arctic and show that grounding line shifts affect the tides in the vicinity of the respective ice sheets. In our simulations, we extend the approach by Griffiths and Peltier [2009] and analyze the response in global tides to different grounding line positions of the Antarctic Ice Sheet from the LGM to the early Holocene.
There are several reasons to reinvestigate the tidal evolution over the last 21 kyr with higher resolution and with the response of both semidiurnal and diurnal tides described. Changes in tidal dissipation can affect the large scale meridional overturning circulation (MOC), which has been shown to be sensitive to the input of mechanical energy in the deep ocean [e.g., Huang, 1999; Johnson et al., 2008; Green et al., 2009] . Based on first-order physical principles [e.g., Stommel, 1961] , it is thus expected that the MOC during the LGM would be stronger. Instead, most investigations point toward the MOC being more sluggish during in the past due to an increased freshwater input to the North Atlantic, which hampered the formation of North Atlantic Deep Water [e.g., Broecker and Denton, 1990; Lenderink and Haarsma, 1994; Rahmstorf, 2002; Green et al., 2009] . However, the increased energy input from tides during the LGM may have facilitated the recovery of the MOC at the end of any freshwater pulse Green and Bigg, 2011] . The very large tides reported in the Arctic and Labrador Sea during the LGM may also have been acting to destabilize the continental ice sheets [Arbic et al., 2004; Rosier et al., 2014] , and tides themselves are quite sensitive to the location of ice sheet grounding lines Peltier, 2008, 2009; Rosier et al., 2014] . The present simulations thus provide a new insight into the behavior of the tides over the last 21 kyr at high resolution, and may form a basis for mixing in further climate models simulations.
In order to provide better tidal estimates for the last 21 kyr, we rerun the model used by Egbert et al. [2004] but with a slightly modified setup. We include most of the Arctic, as opposed to cutting at 82 N. We also include analysis of the K 1 tide, and we investigate the sensitivity of the global tidal evolution to the location of the Antarctic grounding lines. Furthermore, we present results from time slices every 500-1000 years from the LGM to the present, thus exploring new features of the tides not reported previously. Previous global studies have either presented selected time slices with spatially high resolution [Egbert et al., 2004; Green, 2010] , coarse resolution studies with higher temporal resolution [Thomas and S€ undermann, 1999; Uehara et al., 2006] or have shown temporally and spatially highly resolved regional timeslices [Uehara et al., 2006; Hill et al., 2011; Hall et al., 2013] . To date only regional changes in tides in response to changes in the grounding line location and ice shelf extent of the Antarctic Ice Sheet have been examined [Griffiths and Peltier, 2009; Rosier et al., 2014] , whereas this study is carried out with both a high temporal and spatial resolution and looks at the global impacts of changes in the grounding line in Antarctica. We begin by introducing the tidal model in the next section, including an overview of the different simulations. The results for both the M 2 and K 1 constituents from these simulations are presented in section 3 where we first explore the LGM state and then investigate the temporal evolution from the LGM to the present.
Tidal Modeling

Model Description
The Oregon State University Tidal Inversion Software (OTIS) has been used in several previous investigations to simulate global and regional tides in the past, present, and future oceans [e.g., Egbert et al., 2004; Green, 2010; Green and Huber, 2013] . It provides a numerical solution to the shallow water equations, but the nonlinear advection terms and the horizontal diffusion are neglected without loss of accuracy [Egbert et al., 2004] . The only forcing is the astronomic tide-generating force, and energy is dissipated through a quadratic bed-friction term and a linear tidal conversion scheme representing the energy losses to internal tides. We thus solve
where U 5 uh is the depth-integrated volume transport given by the velocity u times the water depth h, f is the Coriolis vector, g and g SAL the tidal elevation and the self-attraction and loading elevation, respectively, F is the dissipative stress from bed friction (subscript b) and tidal conversion (subscript w), respectively, and H is the astronomic tide-generating force. Self-attraction and loading (SAL) was implemented through the iterative scheme suggested by Egbert et al. [2004] , and four iterations are performed for each simulation period.
The bed-friction is parameterized using a standard quadratic law: F b 5C d Ujuj=h, where C d 5 3 3 10 23 is a drag coefficient, and u is the total velocity vector for all the tidal constituents. The tidal conversion term, F w , is a vector given by
where C 5 50 is a scaling factor, rh the horizontal gradient of the topography, N the buoyancy frequency, N h is the value of N at the seabed, N the average of N over depth of the entire water column, and x the tidal frequency. This is a slightly modified version of that given by Zaron and Egbert [2006] as described by Green and Nycander [2013] . It assumes a horizontally uniform abyssal stratification which is parameterized by the buoyancy frequency N through NðzÞ5N 0 exp ð 2z 1;300 Þ with N 0 5 5.24 3 10 23 . We acknowledge that changes in stratification could be important for the LGM, but they have been studied elsewhere [e.g., Egbert et al., 2004; Griffiths and Peltier, 2009 ] and our focus is on evaluating changes in tides due to shifts in the grounding line position. The establishment of a more accurate stratification is work in progress and not part of the scope of this paper. N 2 may have been a factor 2 higher during the LGM . In any case, our present results are conservative since we use a reduced vertical stratification for the LGM. In order to test for sensitivity of the results to changes in stratification we perform simulations of the LGM tides with IT drag multiplied by factors 0.5 and 2 in order to evaluate the sensitivity of dissipation to offsets in stratification.
The PD bathymetric data, used as the basis for all simulations, are a conglomerate of the Smith and Sandwell database, v.14, [see Smith and Sandwell, 1997, and topex.ucsd Peltier [2008, 2009] suggest that the tide was almost an order of magnitude larger along 89 N during the LGM-a feature which must have been crucial to generate their ''megatides'' along the Arctic shelf. As described later, we therefore performed sensitivity simulations with enhanced tidal amplitudes in our boundary conditions.
The present day runs were evaluated against the TPXO8 database which was averaged from a 1/30 3 1/ 30 to 1/8 3 1/8 horizontal resolution and then interpolated using linear interpolation to the common latitude-longitude grid. Note that for computational reasons, we still use TPXO7.2 for the boundary conditions-the difference between the two databases is negligible along 89 N and should not impact on the results-but, TPXO8 is generally more accurate due to the increased resolution.
Grounding Line Scenarios
LGM to early Holocene (21-10 kyr BP) simulations were carried out for two extreme grounding line cases in order to take the uncertainties of the reconstructions discussed in section 1 into account and to provide a realistic range in which ''partially'' grounded cases could lie. The first case deals with grounded Antarctic ice shelves (ice in Weddell and Ross Sea grounded, henceforth referred to as ''GR''), whereas the second case uses floating Antarctic ice shelves (ice in Weddell and Ross Sea floating, ''FL''). For the GR case all Antarctic ice given by the ice thickness data in the ICE-5G data set is assumed to be grounded. For the FL case the change in ice thickness between the paleo-slices and the present-day case is added to the total water depth and only when the ice thickness exceeds the height of the water column is the ice grounded; otherwise we assume that a floating ice shelf is present. The horizontal extent of the floating ice shelf is the same as for the grounded ice sheet. We do not specify the thickness of the ice shelves as it is the total water depth change, i.e., the eustatic and isostatic sea level changes together with alterations water depth due to the displacement of water from the presence of ice shelves, and the location of the grounding line that are important for the tidal dynamics [e.g., Griffiths and Peltier, 2009; Rosier et al., 2014] . Throughout the Holocene we assumed the ice to have been ungrounded in the Weddell and Ross Sea and only the FL case is referred to for this period.
Simulations and Computations
Runs were made for the present and for a number of paleo time slices between 21 kyr BP and 1 kyr BP using the relevant topography for each time slice (the simulated ages are marked in Figure 7 ). The simulation period for each run was 13 days, of which the last 5 days were used for harmonic analysis of the modeled elevations and currents. Forcing consisted of the astronomic tidal potential and prescribed elevations at the Arctic boundary for the M 2 and K 1 constituents. Runs were made for the LGM (21 kyr) and the present using M 2 , S 2 , K 1 , and O 1 forcing, using a 45 day run time with 30 day harmonic analysis, but the S 2 signal responds very similarly to M 2 , and O 1 is close to K 1 in response, so for computational economy we focus on M 2 and K 1 in the following. Model output consists of tidal amplitudes and phases, and volume transports and transport phases for each modeled constituent. In order to test for the sensitivity to variations in the elevation boundary conditions at the northern open boundary (89 N) we performed runs where the TPXO7.2 boundary conditions were multiplied by factors of 2, 4, and 8 for the 21 kyr time slice with grounded Antarctic ice sheets.
The dissipation of tidal energy was computed following the methodology in Egbert and Ray [2001] . By taking u Á(1) 1 gg (2) and introducing the energy density q 0 0.5[hu 2 1 gg 2 ] which is assumed to be in steady state, the well-known expression for tidal dissipation D (in W m 22 ) can be derived (after taking a timeaverage):
Here, the work rate, W, and the divergence of the energy flux, P, are defined as
in which hi denote the time-averages. Using tidal amplitudes and currents from either the TPXO data base (for validation) or from the model simulations it is therefore possible to calculate the dissipation rate for each constituent without the need to use parameterizations.
Global Tidal Dynamics
The Control Runs
The amplitude and dissipation fields for the PD control runs for M 2 and K 1 for both floating and grounded Antarctic ice shelves can be seen in Figures 2 and 3 . The different present-day scenarios are from now on referred to as pdM2fl (present day, M 2 constituent and floating ice shelves), pdM2gr (present day, M 2 constituent and grounded ice shelves) for M 2 , and pdK1fl and pdK1gr for the K 1 results, respectively. Note that the grounded PD simulation is a sensitivity case brought on by some global topographic data bases not having any bathymetry under the Antarctic ice shelves. The corresponding root mean square (RMS) amplitude errors, total and deep dissipation, and correlation coefficients between modeled and observed amplitudes are listed in Table 1 .
Using TPXO8 as observations we obtain a RMS difference of below 6.8 cm between the modeled M 2 tidal amplitudes for the floating ice shelf case ( Figure 2 ) and observed M 2 elevations, whereas in water deeper than 500 m, the RMS difference is below 3.9 cm, which shows a marked improvement to the simulations by Egbert et al. [2004] . The correlation coefficient between pdM2fl and TPXO8 is r 5 0.95, thus explaining 90% of the variance in TPXO8 which implies that we capture both the absolute tidal amplitudes and the structure of the tidal elevation relatively well. For the grounded ice sheet case, pdM2gr, the RMS values are considerably higher with 16.6 and 12.8 cm for the whole ocean and the deep ocean, respectively. There is a marked offset in the tides around both Antarctica and in the North Atlantic region in this run, thus highlighting issues when using inaccurate Antarctic bathymetries and incorrect grounding line positions of the ice sheets. The grounding of the ice shelves around Antarctica leads to a marked increase in amplitude of several meters around Antarctica and a northward shift of the nearby amphidromic points, resulting in decreases in amplitudes along the south-east coast of South America and an increase along the central east coast (Figure 2 ). The shift in amphidromic points propagates all the way into the North Atlantic resulting in increased amplitudes in the Labrador Sea, the Nares Straits, and along the west coast of North America. In addition to the amplitude shifts by the blocking of the Weddell Sea, the grounded ice also acts as a wall which reflects tidal energy back into the North Atlantic, again resulting in a more energetic tidal field. These changes are also reflected in the dissipation field. Total M 2 dissipation for the FL case is 2.29 TW of which 0.96 TW (41%) takes place in the deep ocean (i.e., where h > 500 m). This compares very well with the deep dissipation from both TPXO8 (0.96 TW) and the estimates by Egbert and Ray [2001] , but gives a very slight underestimate of the dissipation in shallow water, probably due to errors in the bathymetry. For the GR case, the dissipation increases considerably to 3.17 TW total and 1.18 TW (37%) deep dissipation, respectively. Here, a shift in dissipation occurring from the Patagonian shelf into Drake Passage and the Atlantic part of the Southern Ocean takes place, and the North Atlantic becomes significantly more energetic as seen from the amplitudes. This shows that a regional change in bathymetry can lead to significant alterations of global tidal dynamics.
The RMS error for pdK1fl is below 3 cm for the global tides and less than 1.8 cm for the deep ocean. The pattern correlation between TPXO8 and pdK1fl is r 5 0.93 and our model result thus explains 86% of the variance in the TPXO8. For the grounded ice shelf case (pdK1gr), the RMS values are larger than for the floating case (pdK1fl), with values of 4.5 and 2.4 cm for the global and deep ocean, respectively. With grounded ice shelves the explained variance is reduced by 8%. For K 1 , the difference between grounded and floating ice shelves is much less pronounced as for M 2 and the shifts in amplitude are local and confined to the proximity of Antarctica. For the GR case a pronounced decrease in dissipation can be seen in this region in comparison to the FL case, whereas only small changes occur throughout the remaining ocean. Total dissipation for the FL case is 0.38 TW with 45% of the dissipation taking place in the deep ocean giving a good fit with the TPXO8 data. For the grounded case total dissipation does not change but the fraction of deep dissipation decreases to 33%, as dissipation previously occurring in the Weddell and Ross Seas is omitted, and the Antarctic shelf and the Indian Ocean become more energetic.
Tidal Evolution
In this section, the evolution of the tides from 21 kyr BP to present is described for both M 2 and K 1 for each of the two grounding line scenarios. The LGM amplitude and dissipation fields can be seen in Figures 4 and 5. The evolution of dissipation globally is shown in Figure 7 , and the corresponding basin wide dissipation is displayed in Figure 6 .
M 2 Constituent
Global tidal dynamics at the LGM are strongly altered in comparison to the present-day case for both scenarios. For both grounding line cases, strongly enhanced tidal amplitudes and dissipation can be seen throughout the Atlantic, around Antarctica, the Coral Sea, the Gulf of Aden, the area north of the Mozambique Channel, and the Gulf of Panama (Figure 4 ). These areas correspond to areas of increased dissipation rates ( Figure 5 ), and our results are consistent with those reported by Egbert et al. [2004] and Peltier [2008, 2009] . However, considerable differences can also be seen between the two different grounding line scenarios in both amplitudes and dissipation rates. At 21 kyr BP, the main differences in amplitude and dissipation between the grounding line scenarios are found in the Atlantic (Figure 6 ). In the South Atlantic and in the vicinity of Antarctica, the smallest amplitudes are observed for the grounded ice shelf case-the scenario which generates the largest tidal amplitudes in the North Atlantic region with a maximum of 5.5 m in the Labrador Sea. Ungrounding the ice sheet in both the Weddell and Ross Seas reduces the amplitude in the North Atlantic considerably, with the maximum amplitudes in the Labrador Sea dropping to 4.1 m. However, due to the formation of a shallow shelf sea in the Weddell Sea, considerable semidiurnal tidal amplitudes of up to 5.5 m can now also be seen here, and large tides can be observed in the Ross Sea. This corresponds to the results presented by Griffiths and Peltier [2009] , who also find large changes in the regional Antarctic tides in response to grounding line shifts and report strongly enhanced tides in both the Ross and Weddell Sea for the LGM. They also find that the large tides in the Ross Sea disappear when the grounding line is advanced out toward the shelf break whereas the tides in the Weddell remain amplified with the grounding line shifts. These global differences in the tides due to grounding line changes are also reflected in the dissipation patterns which differ mainly in both the North and South Atlantic. Less energy is dissipated in the North Atlantic region as the Weddell Sea ice becomes ungrounded whereas for the South Atlantic the opposite is the case. The total M 2 dissipation estimates for the grounded case is 4.75 TW (GR), whereas the dissipation for the floating case is much lower at 4.05 TW (FL). The values mark an increase in dissipation compared to the FL present-day case by between 1.8 TW (78%) and 2.5 TW (107%) for the lowest and highest case, respectively. These values are in close correspondence to those previously reported [Egbert et al., 2004; Uehara et al., 2006; Peltier, 2008, 2009] . The reason for these differences in dissipation rates between the two scenarios becomes evident from Figures 5a and 5b. For the FL case the North Atlantic region tidal amplitudes are reduced in comparison to the GR scenario and less dissipation takes place south of Greenland. For the GR case, the grounding of the entire ice in the Weddell Sea and the removal of the shelf sea occupying the Weddell Sea enhances the Atlantic tides and increases dissipation in the North Atlantic. This is the same mechanism as discussed in Egbert et al. [2004] and Green [2010] where the removal of the damping factor (in this case the shelf sea in the Weddell Sea) in a basin that is in a near resonant state acts to enhance the dissipation in this system. We do not find the LGM ''megatides'' in the Arctic which Peltier [2008, 2009] see in their fully global simulations. Their results show M 2 amplitudes which exceed 3 m around the margins of the Artic basin, whereas we find tides in the Arctic basin which are strongly amplified by up to a factor of 5, but the absolute amplitudes are much smaller than those reported by Peltier [2008, 2009] . Increasing the elevation boundary conditions at the open boundary at 89 N by a factor of 2 leads to a small increase in the Arctic tides, whereas a factor 8 leads to an increase in amplitudes on the shelf close to those reported by Griffiths and Peltier [2009] . This also induces amplitudes along our boundary at 89 N which are consistent with those seen in Griffiths and Peltier [2009] . However, we find that altering the boundary conditions in the center of the Arctic has very little effect on the tides elsewhere on the globe outside the Arctic Basin, and changes are restricted to areas where the tides are large already and lie in the order of up to 5 cm. The same applies for dissipation rates, where the factor 8 boundary condition simulation produces an increase in global dissipation by 5% with the changes being local and restricted to the Arctic.
Large shifts in the global patterns of both amplitude and dissipation take place during the transition from the LGM to present that differ for each of the two grounding line scenarios for the semidiurnal tidal constituent. The changes during this period can be divided into four distinct phases over the time period under investigation:
3.2.1.1. 21-16 kyr BP Between 21 and 18 kyr BP both amplitudes and dissipation rates largely reflect the LGM state and remain fairly constant throughout the period. Dissipation mainly occurs in waters deeper than 500 m, as most of the shelf seas were emergent during this period. Large tides can be observed in the Labrador Sea, along the European coast, and along the ice margins in the Weddell Sea. For both scenarios, the initial flooding of the shelf seas between 18 and 16 kyr BP leads to a slight drop in Labrador Sea amplitudes accompanied by an increase of the amplitudes on the European shelf. The dissipation rates remain constant over this period.
16-10 kyr BP
As the shelf seas continue to flood pronounced drops in amplitudes and dissipation can be seen for both grounding line scenarios with dissipation shifting from the deep ocean to the shelf seas. The changes in Indian Ocean increases due to the formation of new shallow seas. An especially pronounced drop in tidal amplitudes in the North Atlantic occurs between 12 and 11 kyr BP when the shelf area fraction increases by nearly 2% and parts of the Weddell and Ross Seas and the Patagonian Shelf flood. The flooding of these areas, which are all highly efficient dampers, consequently reduces the Atlantic tides and decreases dissipation. A large drop in dissipation can also be found in the North Pacific due to the flooding of the Yellow Sea. For the GR scenario both amplitudes and dissipation remain fairly constant in the North Atlantic region between 16 and 14 kyr BP, despite the large topographical changes. Decreases in dissipation can be seen in the Southern Ocean, South Atlantic and South Pacific. From 14 to 10 kyr BP pronounced changes in global tidal dynamics take place: tidal amplitudes in the Labrador Sea strongly decrease whereas large amplitudes can now be seen on the European Shelf. With the flooding of the shelf seas North Pacific and Indian Ocean dissipation initially increases, but for the Pacific the trend is reversed around 11.5 kyr when sea level rises abruptly.
10-8 kyr BP
The most pronounced drop in global dissipation takes place between 10 and 9 kyr BP for both grounding line cases-a result very similar to those in Uehara et al. [2006] . For the FL scenario large drops in amplitude occur throughout the Atlantic and Indian Oceans, as well as in the Weddell and Ross Sea where amplitudes decrease locally with over 1 m. These drops coincide with the partial opening of the Nares Strait and changes in water depth of over 50 m in both the Weddell and Ross Sea due to the melting of the ice occupying these embayments (as given by changes in ICE-5G ice thicknesses). For the GR case we assume that the ice sheets in the Weddell and Ross Sea unground between 10 and 9 kyr BP. Consequently, the amplitude and dissipation rates follow the FL case from that point onward. The ungrounding event may have taken place at an earlier or later stage, but the effects are very similar regardless the timing. The ungrounding of the ice sheet in the Weddell and Ross Seas leads to a large decrease of the global total dissipation. For the GR case, these drops take a very similar pattern as for the FL case in this time step, i.e., the dissipation decreases throughout the Atlantic, Indian Ocean, and Southern Ocean, but it is strongly enhanced around Antarctica and slightly increased throughout the remaining ocean basins. These changes in dissipation are driven by large tidal amplitudes in the Weddell and Ross Seas, and pronounced drops in amplitudes in all of the large ocean basins. The largest changes in amplitude for the FL scenario take place between 9 and 8 kyr and coincide with the retreat of large parts of the Laurentide Ice Sheet [e.g., Dyke and Prest, 1987] . The resulting extensive flooding led to an increase of the global shelf sea area by 2%, the largest increase over the simulation period. With the flooding of the Hudson Strait and Hudson Bay, amplitudes in the Labrador and Weddell Sea drop drastically by up to 1.5 m for both cases whereas an increase in amplitudes can be seen on the Patagonian Shelf. Large tidal amplitudes also appear in the newly formed Hudson and Nares Straits in the Canadian Arctic (Figures 8g and 8h) .
3.2.1.4. 8-0 kyr BP The last 8000 years show only small variations of the M 2 tidal amplitudes, and, consequently, only minor changes in the dissipation rates. This is consistent with results presented by Hill et al. [2011] and Hall et al. [2013] who show that tides throughout the North Atlantic showed little change during this period. Therefore, this period is not discussed further.
K 1 Constituent
The K 1 amplitudes and dissipation stand in contrast to the response of the M 2 tide. The K 1 amplitudes at the LGM very much resemble the present-day tidal dynamics [see Griffiths and Peltier, 2009] . Changes in K 1 are on a local scale as opposed the large global shifts occurring for the M 2 tide. The most prominent shifts can be seen in the Pacific where the diurnal tidal constituent is dominant at present. Consequently, we see changes in the Sea of Okhosk (SoO), the South China Sea (SCS) and the Banda Sea (BS)-the changes in these regions have also been reported by Uehara [2005] and Griffiths and Peltier [2009] . The amplitudes in the SCS and BS reach up to 1 m, and in the SoO amplitudes range up to 3 m-a pattern in contrast with PD conditions [Zu et al., 2008; Green and David, 2013] . As opposed to M 2 , there are no major global differences between the different ice sheet grounding line scenarios for the LGM. The alterations in tidal dynamics are purely regional in the proximity of the respective grounding lines and the differences in global tidal amplitudes are less than 5 cm. The SCS, SoO, and BS in the Pacific are also the locations in which the largest changes occur from the LGM to the Holocene. Again, in contrast to the semidiurnal tide, these shifts take place regionally, with no large changes in the global diurnal tidal dynamics during the past 21 kyr: 3.2.2.1. 21-16 kyr BP During this period the results from both grounding line scenarios largely resemble those during the LGM. Amplitudes in the SoO, SCS, and BS remain high, and dissipation in the North and South Pacific stays at a constant level, not reacting to the initial small increase shelf area.
16-11 kyr BP
During this time period the largest regional shifts can be seen as shelf areas flood, thus altering local tidal dynamics. Again, the changes are confined to those basins in which the K 1 tidal constituent is dominant at present. Between 16 and 14.5 kyr BP, a gradual decrease in dissipation can be seen in the North Pacific whereas for the South Pacific the dissipation rate increases slightly with the flooding of the shelf areas in the SCS and BS (Figure 6 ). The decrease in the North Pacific is linked to a drop in amplitudes in the SoO and a confinement of large amplitudes to the Shelikhov Gulf as sea level continues to increase. Between 14.5 and 14.0 kyr BP a stronger drop in amplitudes in the SoO, SCS, and BS can be seen corresponding to the largest increase in sea level (20 m in 500 years) during which the Gulf of Thailand and parts of the Australian shelf flood, and a strong decrease in dissipation takes place for the North Pacific (Figures 6, 9a, and 9b) . The flooding of shelf areas results in a slight increase in dissipation in the South Pacific for both scenarios. The slight drop in dissipation in the South Pacific between 13 and 12 kyr BP coincides with further flooding of the shelf areas between Japan, China, and Northern Australia. As the sea level continues to rise both scenarios gradually move toward the present-day pattern (Figures 9c and 9d) [see Green and David, 2013] . Between 12 and 11 kyr BP for the FL scenario the ungrounding of the ice in the Weddell and Ross Sea results in an increase in dissipation in the Southern Ocean region, and considerable amplitudes of over 1 m can now be seen in the Weddell Sea.
11-0 kyr BP
No major changes in dissipation or amplitudes occur over this period. The small changes that can be seen again occur locally as the ice sheets gradually further unground and shallow seas are formed. Between 11 and 9 kyr BP, a small increase of the dissipation rates for both scenarios can be seen, which is linked to the ungrounding of the Antarctic ice sheets occupying the Weddell and Ross Sea. This is more pronounced for the GR scenario due to the larger drop in ice volume in these embayments. A small decrease in Weddell Sea amplitudes can be seen between 10 and 8 kyr BP. In contrast to the semidiurnal constituent the diurnal tides seem to have been unaffected by the large increase in sea level between 9 and 8 kyr BP (Figures 9g  and 9h ).
Wider Implications
The grounding line locations in the Weddell and Ross Sea appear to have a significant impact on the M 2 tidal dynamics both regionally and globally (see Rosier et al. [2014] for possible future effects). The situation with grounded ice during the LGM gives a 1.5 times higher dissipation rate than the floating ice scenario, and was arguably the most likely configuration for the LGM. The enhanced LGM dissipation rates in the North Atlantic are thus not only due to regional resonance but also caused by feedback effects from Antarctica. This also holds for the PD simulation: if the ice shelves ground at the PD ice front, tidal dissipation rates are enhanced by a factor of 1.4 in the Northern Hemisphere, but the impact is slightly suppressed compared to the glaciation. It must be noted that this latter case is the actual bathymetry in the first version of GEBCO and highlights the importance of using accurate bathymetric databases in tidal models.
Why do K 1 and M 2 differ so strongly in their evolution from the LGM to present? In contrast to K 1 , M 2 tides appear to be controlled by sea level-today a large proportion of the tidal energy dissipates in shelf seas which were not present during the LGM. During the LGM, the North Atlantic region, the Coral Sea, the Gulf of Aden, the area north of the Mozambique Channel, and the Gulf of Panama are closer to resonance because the removal of the shelf seas acts to decrease the effective damping of the tide [Egbert et al., 2004; Green, 2010] . For the North Atlantic, continuing to lower sea level (experiments not shown here) does not increase dissipation further, suggesting that the North Atlantic is as close to resonance as it can be at the LGM. However, resonance may not be the entire story: Antarctic grounding line location appears to play a significant role in controlling global amplitudes and dissipation rates, and thus, global semidiurnal tidal dynamics. In contrast, for K 1 , the areas in which large amounts of dissipation occur today-the SoO and SCS-were present during the LGM and none of the large ocean basins are close to resonance at present and during the LGM [Platzman et al., 1981] . This therefore leads to little change between the LGM and the present, and the responses seen are mechanistically not the same as for the M 2 constituent.
Discussion
With this work we present a detailed picture of the evolution of tides from the LGM to the present. Large alterations can be seen for the M 2 tidal constituent over this time period as previously suggested by a number of studies [Egbert et al., 2004; Arbic et al., 2004; Uehara et al., 2006; Griffiths and Peltier, 2009; Green, 2010] , whereas for K 1 only small changes in the global tidal dynamics occur consistent with Egbert et al. [2004] , Uehara [2005] , and Griffiths and Peltier [2009] .
In contrast to Egbert et al. [2004] , who present time slices every 5000 years between LGM and present for M 2 , we provide a much more detailed picture in 500-1000 year time intervals and we run at a much higher spatial resolution than Uehara et al. [2006] who present 1000 year time slices for the same period. Our simulations differ somewhat from those by Egbert et al. [2004] and Uehara et al. [2006] in that their results suggest little change in global total dissipation between 15 and 10 kyr BP. In contrast, we find that, depending on the grounding line scenario, nearly half the decrease in dissipation occurs during the transition from the LGM to the Holocene due to the large bathymetric changes resulting from the deglaciation. Furthermore, the results by Egbert et al. [2004] provide no indication of the exact timing of the decrease in dissipation takes place between 10 and 5 kyr BP, whereas our simulations indicate that the largest changes in dissipation take place when the ice sheets occupying the Weddell and Ross Sea unground which coincides both in timing and magnitude with the largest decreases in dissipation that Uehara et al. [2006] find. The largest shifts in global amplitudes take place between 9 and 8 kyr BP, when large parts of the Laurentide ice sheet disintegrated and the Hudson Bay and Straits flooded, and a large increase in sea level occurred [e.g., Clarke et al., 2003] . Hill et al. [2011] also report large changes in tidal amplitudes along the east coast of middle and Central America for this time period. Thereafter, only small changes in dissipation take place. These results highlight that the large changes in semidiurnal tides from the LGM to present did not occur linearly but are intricately tied to the ice dynamics of the major ice sheets, and their link to global sea levels.
In contrast to Peltier [2008, 2009] we do not find ''megatides'' in the Arctic basin during the LGM in our normal setup. Arctic tides in our simulations are enhanced by up to a factor of 5 along the north coast of Greenland and in the Canadian Basin to values only slightly smaller than reported by Thomas and S€ undermann [1999] who find amplitudes of up to 70 cm. Increasing the TPXO7.2 elevation boundary conditions at 89 N by a factor 8 to match the amplitudes found at the same latitude by Griffiths and Peltier [2008, change in topography between present day and the past time slice onto a present-day bathymetry at 1/8 resolution to retain present-day topographical features.
Our results are consistent with the damped harmonic oscillator hypothesis presented by Egbert et al. [2004] , and further explored by Green [2010] . The removal of shelf seas during the LGM due to the 120 m sea-level drop reduces the damping and pushes the ocean closer to resonance, which is an effect that is especially prominent in the North Atlantic. It can be seen that notable reductions in deep dissipation occur synchronously with shelf seas flooding (e.g., at around 14 kyr BP when parts of both the Patagonian and the European Shelf flood, or between 9 and 8 kyr BP when Hudson Bay and Strait flood), meaning that the Atlantic is moved away from resonance. This agrees with work by Arbic et al. [2009] who show that blocking each of these three shelves in a present-day bathymetry acts to increase North Atlantic and especially Labrador Sea tides. We also show that altering the grounding line of the ice sheets in Antarctica not only has an effect on the regional tides [Griffiths and Peltier, 2009] , but that the grounding line location also has a significant effect on the global tides, and that a change in the former can lead to notable changes in global dissipation. Our simulations therefore highlight the importance of improving the reconstructions for ice sheet extent and dynamics during the LGM and deglaciation. This is especially important as it has been hypothesized that the large tides in the Labrador Sea may have influenced the breakup of the Laurentide ice sheet during the deglaciation, and may have been one of the mechanisms of rapid ice sheet discharge of the Heinrich events during the last glacial [e.g., Arbic et al., 2004 Arbic et al., , 2008 Peltier, 2008, 2009] . Similarly, we suggest that the large tides found in the Weddell Sea during the LGM, for the scenarios with floating ice, could have aided in breaking up and retreating the ice from the continental shelf as also put forward by Griffiths and Peltier [2009] who hypothesize that the Antarctic Ice Sheet may have experienced similar instability events as the Northern Hemisphere Ice Sheets. Recent work from cores around Antarctica [Weber et al., 2011] indicates that the retreat of the Antarctic Ice Shelf from the shelf may have begun as early as 19.3 kyr BP in the south-eastern Weddell Sea, in an area which corresponds to the locations in which our simulations suggest large tidal amplitudes during this period.
With this work we have extended the knowledge about the K 1 tidal dynamics between the LGM and the present, the only time slices that had been explored previously [e.g., Peltier, 2008, 2009; Green, 2010] . In contrast to the semidiurnal tides the K 1 constituent experiences much less change between the LGM and present and between the individual time steps. Changes do not take place on a global scale but are confined to the regions in which K 1 tides are important at present, i.e., the North Pacific and especially the SoO, the SCS, and the seas around Indonesia and were also reported by Uehara [2005] and Griffiths and Peltier [2009] . Therefore, none of the dramatic shifts in dissipation that can be seen for M 2 appear for K 1 . Nevertheless, considerable alterations in the tidal dynamics in these small basins can be seen. Some of these changes can be explained by shelf-blocking experiments [Skiba et al., 2013] . For example, blocking of the Sahul shelf enhances the tidal amplitudes in the SCS and the BS. Between 14 and 12 kyr BP when the Sahul shelf begins to flood it can be seen in our simulations that amplitudes in the Banda Sea strongly decrease. A very similar effect which is also explored by Skiba et al. [2013] is evident between 15 and 14 kyr BP when the Gulf of Tonkin begins to flood, and amplitudes in the South China Sea strongly decrease.
It has recently been suggested that the present tidal conversion parameterization may not be the best for this type of tidal model and that the one presented by Nycander [2005] gives the highest accuracy of the tidal simulation [Green and Nycander, 2013] . There are, however, two issues with Nycander's [2005] scheme. First, it requires a 3-D stratification field for the entire ocean. For the present this is straightforward, and one could possibly use results from a paleomodel for the LGM field, but we still lack relevant data for the other time slices between the LGM and PD. Furthermore, Egbert et al. [2004] showed that increasing the global conversion coefficient with factors between 0.5 and 4 had relatively small effects on the global dissipation rates during the LGM. This is to some extent supported by Green and Huber [2013] , who show that during the early Eocene (50 Ma) the abyssal M 2 dissipation rates were twice as large as at present even though the vertical stratification was 3-4 times stronger than today. One could of course argue that we could use Nycander's scheme but with a slightly modified PD stratification all the way through, but the second problem with using Nycander's parameterization is that of resolution. The conversion coefficient C w in equation (1) must be computed at at least 1/30 resolution for Nycander's parameterization to be accurate, which is far too detailed for the paleo-slices, and consequently we have to rely on other parameterizations at the moment. To obtain a likely range of the LGM dissipation rates and highlight the insensitivity, we repeated the sensitivity analysis by Egbert et al. [2004] and multiplied the conversion coefficient by a factor 0.5 or 2.
There is an associated change in the abyssal dissipation-in both our results and those by Egbert et al.
[2004]-but only with some 10-15% either way (see the diamonds and squares in Figures 7b and 7c ) and the changes in global average amplitudes lie in the order of 20% either way. This is because of the coupling in the model: when the IT drag is reduced, the velocity field may increase which leads to an increased dissipation and decreased amplitudes (and vice versa for an increased drag). These results show that the abyssal tidal dissipation rates are relatively insensitive to changes in hydrography, and the modified IT-drag runs presented give a quite probable range of paleo-dissipation rates and amplitudes in the ocean.
Predictions of sea-level rise over the present century range significantly, but most lie between 0.75 and 1.9 m for the period 1990-2100 [Bindoff et al., 2007; Pfeffer et al., 2008; Vermeer and Rahmstorf, 2009] , although there are large uncertainties. A 2 m future sea-level rise would flood some 1.5% of the presentday dry land-a number roughly corresponding to the peak in shelf area 4 kyr BP. There is therefore a potential for even moderate future sea-level rise to have far-reaching effects, not only on regional tides [e.g., Ward et al., 2012; but also on the global tides. These regional studies imply that the tides are sensitive to the way future sea-level rise is implemented, and they stress the need for highresolution simulations of global tides.
